THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS

HOW DO YOU GET THE WORLD’S GREATEST DECORATORS ALL IN ONE PLACE? EASY. YOU TURN THEM INTO SIX-INCH FIGURINES.

PRODUCED BY CHARLES CURKIN
ILLUSTRATIONS BY LUKE EDWARD HALL

THIS PAGE (ALL FROM LEFT), ON BALCONY: THOMAS JAYNE, VICENTE WOLF. ON STAIRS: S. RUSSELL GROVES, EMMA JANE PILKINGTON, JEAN-LOUIS DENIOT, STEVEN JOHANKNECHT (COMMUNE), KATIE RIDDER, LEE F. MINDEL. BEHIND STAIRS: STEPHEN SILLS, RICHARD MISHAAN. ON FLOOR: VICTORIA HAGAN, RICHARD KEITH LANGHAM, SHEILA BRIDGES, JEFFREY BILHUBER, BETH MARTIN, TIMOTHY CORRIGAN, TOM SCHEERER, NATHAN TURNER, LUCIEN REES ROBERTS, ERNEST DE LA TORRE.
A-LIST 2018

THE NOOBS

THIS YEAR, OUR LIST OF INCREDIBLE TALENTS GOT LONGER, WITH MORE THAN 20 NEW ADDITIONS FROM LOS ANGELES TO BURKINA FASO.
DIMINUTIVE DUOS

SOMETIMES ONE A-LIST DECORATOR JUST ISN’T ENOUGH. LUCKILY, THEY ALSO COME IN PAIRS.

ANDREW FISHER & JEFFREY WEISMAN
KATIE & JASON MAINE
SHARON JOHNSTON & MARK LEE (JOHNSTON MARKLEE)
JOSHUA GREENE & KATRINA HERNANDEZ
TIMOTHY HAYNES & KEVIN ROBERTS
KALEB ANDERSON & JAMIE DRAKE
GEORGE YABU & GLENN PUSHELBERG
ROBIN STANDEFER & STEPHEN ALESCH (ROMAN AND WILLIAMS)
JOHN MEEKS & JIM AMAN

ARIEL ASHE & REINALDO LEANDRO
A-LIST 2018

THE LILLIPUTIAN LEGENDS OF OUR WORLD.

FROM LEFT: MARIO BUATTA, MARIE-JÈSE GOMEZ, JUAN MONTOYA, ROSE TARLOW, BUNNY WILLIAMS, PETER MARINO, CHARLOTTE MOSS.

GRAND MASTERS LISTS IN KEY-LIME GREEN
FOR MORE ON EACH DESIGNER, GO TO ELLEDECOR.COM
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